Connections between past misadventures, a corrupted Budget process and failing future generations
9 am on 21 Sept
The “past” is Illustrated in the following and the two graphics at the end which you’ve seen before. Text
also follows on the criminal elements that are evident in the treatment the powerful levels of government
have inflicted on me, my family and my nominated beneficiaries. It is in the Nuremberg spirit that I remind
the world that failing to “put an end to the shameful tolerance of corruption” is seen as a collective
accountability, shared by elected and un-elected officials.
There has been no sign that the escapist bias inherent in the Economic Update and Business Summit has
been redressed, and we are at this critical juncture:
True history of Albanese and Chalmers
There are dramatic differences between the actions of President Biden from even before his Inauguration
in relation to devolving economic stimulus to the action levels, states and regions, and repairing the abuse
of Covid protocols left by Trump (and Johnson & Morrison); and the Albanese Government’s and States’
inactions on Covid and critically urgent Fed and co-operative Budget repairs. It is now being reported,
perhaps incorrectly, that the PM has told “National Cabinet” (a snide misnomer) and medical authorities
that he does not accept medical advices on Covid. I explicitly take the opposite view as an historian and
futurist of pandemics.
The dimensions have been mapped in detail, with the repairs referred to in the end graphics and following
text described in four books and sydneybetrayals.me . The spirit is pro-Biden in most respects and
definitely as vigorous back to the Morrison/ Frydenberg/ Kennedy regime as they are to me and Australia.
The consistent pattern of mistakes, thievery and deceit then slammed doors – arguably amounting to
maladministration, will be triply confirmed if by
•

Rejection of consideration of the National Council to repair political capriciousness in and neglect of
Covid and related community resilience protocols, matched by …

•

The studied confirmation of waste, corruption, twisted priorities and incompetence reflected in the
camouflage approach of Treasury to the chain of events leading to the October Budget, and

•

Continuation of the moral and legal corruption Morrison and supporters/ appeasers inflicted on me,
my family and my stated beneficiaries.

Here are substantive notes:
CRITICAL FAILURES BALANCE SHEET: LABOR & LNP BUDGET PERSPECTIVES 2007 – 2022
NB Every line has a webpage and/or book which contains details © RG

Refuse to consider
options & “Repair”
(OECD’s “Review”)

Chronic failure of all govts as part of sterilisation of Treasury Regs, ”due diligence”
& “rule of law”, cost in Sydney calculated at $300 billion including future closure &
reconstruction of current engineering catastrophes (ignored by ALP & LNP), future
value of reversal put at c $3 trillion using my IP. Kennedy been suppressing for 7
years (going on 8) my national infrastructure review (Eddo/Greiner/My
methodology to reduce costs and corruption/ waster & meet climate change and
demographic needs – benefits as stated – Treasury/Finance are playing in wading
pools. Problem intrinsic to Albanese iA 2007 Act and the rorting which followed
the bullying of Tanner.

National Bushfire -Risk
Indigenous Landcare

8,000 Indigenous rangers fully trained and well-equipped at c 100 per 1,000 sq kms,
in every major forest firepath. Held in © and available to Albanese if he expiates
plagiarism & cruelty – landmark at national & international levels of fame, $

program + NRLW Indig
team

billions in l/t avoided damage to life and property. Helps to “close the gap” and
rejection is both an insult to the First Nations and residents of the fire zones and
gross maladministration given the rising frequency and intensity of fires and floods
(includes Air Force ownership of a fleet of super-helicopters to supplement
rotor/fixed-wing assets in fires and floods).

Metros, Nancy Bird SSA
& Aerotropolis

Neutered by WS City Deal and convoluted and disjointed set of metros – initially to
reduce Berejiklian embarrassment at NW Metro’s failed economics (pick up
Bradfield Main West), then laughingly react to my contemporary criticisms of
consequential transit & freight damage across SW & Illawarra, the costs are absurd
and loss of productivity put at $400 b minimum. My balloon loop is ©. Perrottet
falsified Budget papers to cynically hide my NW/ Bankstown metro cost savings
that Berejiklian stole from me (c $4 billion). West Metro limited to 20,000
pass/hour Vs Greiner/ Christie/ Gibbons option’s 40,000 and “world’s best” transit
support to the Airport while maintaining freight potential to the Inland Rail which
the metros sterilised.

Governance: national
council & righteous
blame + Re-Activation
of Corona medicals

Governance is a blind spot for LNP & ALP. National Cabinet is a failure against
legitimate expectations in March 2020; and replacement Council would re-activate
medical influence in COVID, with Health system and personal damage benefits at
massive scales over time. Righteous Blame relates to that but brings
in Localism (regional innovation & “willingness to pay” among other benefits,
cf Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local Governance (2010)). Appalling quality of
National Cabinet performance is highlighted
.
Both are connected through regional microeconomics such as my world-best
methodology in Newcastle. Worth $ trillions if applied as template across Australia
& NZ, © comment above applies, Govt is delusional if it keeps ignoring best practice
– in coal-mining areas, will fail in replacement employment, AUKUS is unlikely to
work in competition with US, Indian and Asian competition (Biden is much smarter
than Aus in this respect, he picked Morrison’s pockets.)

Climate Mitigation &
AUKUS

Expressnets

Using ARUP work with permission, careful applications mapped in innerwest and
Bondi Beach precincts in Sydney and applicable in Vic, SA, WA and other
congested/parking-stressed precincts

Goanna, CBD
Traffic Oasis,
Circumferential ByPass, Transit
Boulevard, etc

Only solution to Sydney’s core problems in its entire history, described by 2 ex D-Gs
as “best idea in 100 years”. Incompetently sabotaged by the Black Witch. I added
the 110-story Fireworks Tower on Glebe Island (only place it could go) after
Berejiklian booted out Google for asking for Goanna to be built. UGNSW tried to
steal it, their exec was sacked. Idiot Planning Minister trying to proceed without it,
typical malice/ incompetence. Total yield to landowners (NSW/Fed Govts) - $1
billion! Cost of Bridge minuscule and an adornment in the City of Bridges

High Speed Rail in
a balanced
regional model

PM Albanese started a detailed investigation of HST based on the CSIRO precedent
study and without options. The results were appalling - about 10 years preconstruction, 30 years construction, and uncertain positions in relation to
technology developments and undermining regional cities it would have to
miss/by-pass. There were subsequent CLARA and Chinese ideas plus Fr TGV and
Japanese Shinkansen possibilities. I developed an arguably more practical option,
the “Mandurah” model I published it in every regional paper from Campbelltown
to Shepparton, the Land and ABC Radio. Tim Fischer asked me detailed questions
and agreed with me, from which point he endorsed neither HST nor CLARA (which
was a Turnbull/Nats political scam). It would strengthen regional cities instead of
undermining them. The concept has been offered to the PM gratis on condition he

expiates the plagiarism and cruelty towards me, as with other elements. The
goodwill period is near expiration.
Congestion Policy
Framework

Flattened Turnbull and his Angus Taylor on their “Bustin’ Congestion” PR
crap. Add unique solutions to 2 Katoomba traffic snarls and to insane location of
WestConnex linking at City West. Value is $ millions p.a.
All three NSW Ports are location-constrained yet misunderstood by local MPs and
regional business chambers all the way through to national logistics lobbies and
associations. This is not complex: National Rail is sub-economic and technically
insolvent (revenue seems to be 10% of financial costs-only) but is increasingly
isolated from the main freight attractors and generators. Port logistics
consultancies heavily biassed = marketing tools. Prof Rob Lee and I copyrighted
the route from Newcastle to Inland Rail – Port refused to deal but is trying to steal
the IP.

Eastern Seabord
Rail Freight
Strategy (2012) &
Critical Port
Failures

Vic Improvement
Ideas

Different ideas in Marysville, Mornington Peninsula, the Shepparton-Tocumwal
pure renewables train (with Tim Fischer) etc – no govt interested in Outsiders due
to rejection of and now ignorance of proper protocols and best-practice case
studies

Here are the legal notes:
Issues of concerns about public officials acting maliciously
Plagiarism

Oxford - noun
1. the practice of taking someone else's work or ideas and passing them off
as one's own.
"there were accusations of plagiarism"
Thales - Intellectual property theft is one where someone steals an idea, creative
expression, or invention from an individual or a company. IP theft can refer to
someone stealing patents, copyrights, trademarks, or trade secrets. This includes
names, logos, symbols, inventions, client lists, and more

Duress

Section 58(1) of the Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld) provides that it is unlawful for a
public authority to act or make a decision in a way that is not compatible with
human rights, or, in making a decision, to fail to give proper consideration to a
human right relevant to the decision. The objectors contend that the mine would
contribute to climate …
• rights to recognition and equality before the law
• right to life
• property rights
• the right to not have the person’s privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with
Criminal Code 1995: Duress excuses a person who is compelled to commit an
offence by threats. Chapter 2 abrogates many of the common law restrictions on
the defence.256 Unlike the common law, the Code does not limit duress to
circumstances involving a threat of death or serious injury. There is no restriction
on the nature of the threatened harm.
I had a continual feeling of duress, that I would suffer permanent illness through
to death, as happened in Corowa although saved by immediate medical
intervention, if my assets were knowingly withheld still without justification by
governments.

Discrimination,
unethical

Grounds are well-known – but the graphic poses the question of $50 million each
to cronies and $1 million p.a. to Kennedy v starving me, is eloquent enough.

Bullying

Human Rights (NB Labor has a formal policy which they breach in my view):
Bullying is also prohibited by the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth). The Act defines
bullying as ‘repeated unreasonable behaviour towards another person or group
which creates a risk to health and safety.’
That behaviour is refusing to discuss or conciliate the false withholding of my
assets by governments and especially now PM&C and 14 years of such behaviour
by LNP politicians and the RTBU.

Malfeasance

The state of mind required was described by Brennan J in Northern Territory v
Mengel [1995] HCA 65; (1995) 185 CLR 307 (Mengel) as follows (at 357):
“The mental element is satisfied when the public officer engages in the impugned
conduct with the intention of inflicting injury or with knowledge that there is no
power to engage in that conduct and that that conduct is calculated to produce
injury. These are states of mind which are inconsistent with an honest attempt by
a public officer to perform the functions of the office. Another state of mind
which is inconsistent with an honest attempt to perform the functions of a public
office is reckless indifference as to the availability of power to support the
impugned conduct and as to the injury which the impugned conduct is calculated
to produce.”

Conspiracy

Criminal Code 11.5 Conspiracy
(1) A person who conspires with another person to commit an offence punishable
by imprisonment for more than 12 months, or by a fine of 200 penalty units or
more, is guilty of the offence of conspiracy to commit that offence and is
punishable as if the offence to which the conspiracy relates had been committed.

Harassment

Australian Human Rights: “Harassment can be against the law when a person is
treated less favourably on the basis of certain personal characteristics, such as
race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, breastfeeding, age, disability, sexual
orientation, gender identity or intersex status.
ALRC: no general provision under Criminal Code for harassment but “A serious
invasion of privacy may often also amount to harassment. Harassment involves
deliberate conduct. It may be done maliciously, to cause anxiety or distress or
other harm, or it may be done for other purposes. Regardless of the intention,
harassment will often cause anxiety or distress. Harassment also restricts the
ability of an individual to live a free life.

Intimidation

Section 31 of the Crimes Act makes it an offence, punishable by a maximum of 10
years imprisonment, to intentionally or recklessly send or deliver a document
threatening to kill or inflict serious bodily harm on any person.
Meller v Low (2000) – “to render timid, to inspire with fear, to overawe, to cow or
to force to or deter from some action by threats or violence inducing fear”

To unlawfully
confine, detain

The Criminal Code has conditions regarding total physical restraint. While in
Albury Base Hospital medical staff discussed the reasons for my health conditions
and advised most strongly that my enforced 6 years in tents constituted
dangerous health risks. The malevolence of LNP and RTBU officials, now
extended by ALP officials, is equivalent to confinement in my belief.

Corrupt Conduct

ICAC: “The NSW community expects public officials to perform their duties with
honesty and in the best interests of the public. Corrupt conduct by a public official
involves a breach of public trust that can lead to inequity, wasted resources or
public money and reputational damage”.

Maladministration

NSW: Maladministration is defined in the Public Interest Disclosures Act 1994 as
"conduct that involves action or inaction of a serious nature" that is: contrary to
law; or. unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or improperly discriminatory; or. based
wholly or partly on improper motives.

Oppression

Britannica Dictionary definition of OPPRESS
[+ object]
1
: to treat (a person or group of people) in a cruel or unfair way
§ The country has long been oppressed by a ruthless dictator.
§ They condemned attempts by the government to oppress its citizens.
§ people who have traditionally been oppressed by society
§ oppressed minorities/people
2
: to make (someone) feel sad or worried for a long period of time — usually
used as (be) oppressed
§ He was oppressed by a sense of failure.
§ The family was oppressed by grief.
the oppressed
: people who are oppressed
§ freedom for the oppressed
— oppression
/əˈprɛʃən/ noun [noncount]
§ the oppression of women in the workplace
§ the fight against political oppression in the world
— oppressor
/əˈprɛsɚ/ noun, plural oppressors [count]
§ They remain at the mercy of their oppressors.
What is the prohibition on torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment?
For an act to be prohibited as torture, it must involve severe pain and suffering, it
must be intentionally inflicted, and it must be inflicted for a purpose referred to in
the definition in the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)....
Conduct not meeting the threshold of torture may be regarded as cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment ('ill treatment').
As a party to CAT, Australia is obliged to take effective legislative, administrative,
judicial and other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its
jurisdiction.
Australia is also obliged to prevent conduct not meeting the threshold for torture
but that may be regarded as other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment in any territory under its jurisdiction.
Accordingly, no legislation, policy or program should permit the infliction of
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
Torture is criminalised in Australian law and acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment are covered by a range of offences in existing Commonwealth, state
and territory legislation.

I have not added the usual gallery of my and others’ tweets which I’ll save for later.
The Past, to which can be added the backdoors built into iA after the ejection of Lindsay Tanner and the
subsequent rorting which was exposed by ANAO as involving several then and still serving ministers:

2008 to 2012/3

2015 to 2019

2019 - 2022

Future

2022

Budgets for Needs ➢ Gifting to Family & Friends ➢ Gifting & Rorting ➢ Budgeting to avoid criticism ➢
Budgets

Strong inheritance but
GFC stressed all govts. iA
set up as gifting contra
to Tanner. Baird/
Gaetjens distorted NSW
Budget Funds, probity ✕

Truss (Nats) further
subjugated iA, pushed
Inland Rail w/o merit,
Berejiklian 2017 Budget
hidden nasty – debt will
harm Health/Education

Chaos re compens’n for
fire victims, water
bomber malice, corona
responses & stimuli,
sloppy amounts/debt re
Budget blow-outs.
Climate lies ✗, OECD ✓

Election campaigns
ignored corona and
climate Budget options
& better outcomes.
Labor pro-2030 targets
but wants more carbon
projects. No “repair”

Ethics /
Probity

2008 Baird stole Nth
Beaches BRT scheme,
Berejiklian promised no
metros but in 6/12 lied >
chaos over tunnels,
forced changes, crowd
overloadings at
Chatswood, crisisthinking into expensive
band aids, Albo/iA weak
in response, Berejiklian
progressively destroyed
Goanna (“best idea in
100 yrs”) & port
planning

Turnbull lied re “bust
congestion”, Kennedy
WS City Deal damage (c
$400 b), he suppressed
2015-6 Budget reform re
climate /demographic
changes, Parra tram gift
to Mrs Turnbull who
wrecked housing
affordability. Berejiklian
malice to tram-inflicted
communities. Cruel
forced RG homelessness
re denied payment for
plagiarisms

Morrison mayhem, stole
RG “public affairs”
reports, bushfire &
corona erraticism,
panicked over
Budget/MYEFO, Kennedy
refused Budget reform
and confused corona
economics, ALP wrongly
endorsed WS Metros
which damage freight,
transit & employment
re-balancing/reducing
congestion. Albanese
appeased Morrison over
6 critical aspects

Labor suppressed
Budget reform,
continued loose corona
thinking, all misled by
Kennedy. Suppressed
community resilience in
face of professional
angst over loss of
direction in corona
programs. ALP + LNP
refuse ethical treatment
of plagiarism even
though Albanese
promised integrity
including “end shameful
tolerance of
corruption”.

Avoid Budget Reform
Chalmers rejects Budget
reform re climate &
demographic
responsiveness/ reduce
waste & corruption. 2 CEOs
kept on despite poor
performances. Tried to cut
preventatives ✘
No reform to corona and
Budget, Economic
Update / Summit lacked
punch of Newcastle fast
& effective results,
Kennedy designed
Summit to suppress
corona/climate
economics, ethics and
OECD’s reduce
waste/debt to focus
hard on new economy
challenges. Very
unhappy prospects for
2022 Budget which
already has LNP-type
delays

The campaign to purge and repair the damage caused by a long period of governmental corruption must
continue to the point of restoring Integrity and Fairness:
Two Weeks to avoid another year of decay & neglect
•
•
•
•

CULTURE

Brutal treatment & revenge
Suppression of better ideas
Rorts & gifts to cronies
Nepotism especially to dept
heads
• iA and iNSW embedded in
IPA/BCA culture & unreliable and
marginalised
• Eliminate options, engagement,
analysis, no OECD “repair” loops

•
•
•
•

REALITY

Hopeful
Disappointment, dept heads …
TEALs & Independents sidelined
Immigrants, Morrison malevolence
continued - worrying through to
resented
• Govt inclined towards Thodey
• Govt’s Economic Update, Summit and
Budget processes excluded the key
priorities advertised in professional
form in advance, thereby invalidated

OUTCOMES & TARGETS

• Climate budget for regional application of Newcastle NSIP
• Corona budget to revive medical leadership in Corona
protection – National Council
• Funding for development within 4 months of framework for
national Indigenous bushfire risk reduction program in place by
Feb/March 2023
• Immediate development of framework for co-operative
national template for infrastucture review to include climate &
demographic change, and to reduce rorts, corruption & gifting
to carbon & other corporates

Dec ‘15 Gibbons offered “Value Proposition” to Turnbull & Baird, ignored, suppressed then & up to Albanese 2022 by Kennedy –
profound betrayal of what became OECG stimulus & recovery principles – re climate and demographic changes &
existing waste, corruption & catastrophe in existing infrastructure Fed & state Budgets & deals

Gibbons homeless and increasingly destitute, leading to 2 serious bacterial infections (including near-fatal cellulitis), emergency
hospitalisation for 12 days and urgent need to restore my life and get on with positives – endlessly rejected by Chalmers & Kennedy
who had abandoned professional economic, health, emergency prevention & recovery protocols & guild & community engagement
The “Value Proposition” was gold for any government up to the LNP, now continued by ALP. No cash cost and
IP trove to be provided gratis, with free colloquium for Cabinet in Canberra on their trickier challenges.
The commitment to Nation Building was palpable and the response was National Decay.

Ignored ~

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y
P
M
&
C

• Four pioneering books
on Corona economics &
health, deceit of world
climate leaders, time
slice Oct ‘’20,
governance
• Unique proposals for
bushfire, governance
(“National Council”)
and Integrity
improvement –
desperately needed by
the community but
denied by a
continuation of silo
groupthink

The campaign for fairness must continue as the long “conspiracy to defraud” must be countered, but the Value Proposition becomes an
iron fist in a velvet glove if the PM delays supplementing the Budget with the elements in the box at top right. It can be done if ….

The choices have already been stated. We need a Great Wyrm to aid us. My reality is that I proceed with
circulation and articulation of my position until I have the required proofs that fairness has arrived. This will
be posted in due course if necessary. Again, let us pray that commonsense and common decency will
prevail.

